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The Large Deluxe Meter Case, model ANC8, is a technician favorite because 
it handles a lot of gear for an affordable price.  It has four pockets in all, 
including a deep center pocket that holds a combination of 2 full-size meters 
and 4 accessory head instruments. The ANC8 is a must have upgrade for any 
technician that has multiple Fieldpiece meters and accessory heads.

FEATURES:
• Rugged and nylon construction.
• Padding.
• Durable pockets inside and out.
• Rugged double zipper
• Shoulder strap

Dimensions Pockets Material Item# Price
14”H x 7”W x 3”D 4 Padded Nylon ANC8 62.05

The ADK7 deluxe silicone lead is the optimal way to test most electrical 
parameters you run into during field service.  The kit includes the ADSL2 
silicone leads and ASA2 alligator leads plus our all new RCT2 “Molex”-
style probe tips.  HVAC techs often remove the black probe tip and insert 
the black alligator lead for an extended reach from ground. When used 
with our stick meters, the Volts (red) probe tip is inserted into the top of 
the meter for easy one-handed testing.  Use both alligator extension to 
perform “no-hands” tests. Silicone test leads deliver better performance 
in temperature extremes than test insulated with vinyl.
SPECIFICATIONS
See ADLS2, ASA2 and RCT2

Item# Price
ADK7 70.16

The ADLS2 lead set features high copper strands and are silicone 
insulated.  They offer basket style strain relief and fit inside the test lead 
holders on all of out meters that have built-in holders.  They’re rugged 
and stand up to high and low temperatures better than traditional vinyl 
test leads and don’t become brittle in extreme cold.
SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 3 feet
Max temperature: 302°F
Insulation material: Silicone
Probe tip type: Straight removable
Plug type: L-shaped banana (industry standard)

Item# Price
ADLS2 45.24


